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1 About TC/SNMP 

This document describes the TC/SNMP extension DLL, which enhances the Kofax Communication Server 

product family by the standard SNMP protocol. 

TC/SNMP translates Kofax Communication Server events to SNMP traps. Any SNMP manager can view 

these SNMP traps, so that the system administrator may be able to react on Kofax Communication Server 

events as soon as they are reported. 

Further it offers the possibility to make SNMP queries on the Kofax Communication Server performance 

information. 

Contents of this document: 

The second chapter gives an overview of the SNMP protocol. 

The third chapter discusses the functionality of actual implementation.  

The fourth chapter deals with the installation procedure; it describes what prerequisites are required and 

what has to be done after the installation.  

The meaning of the registry settings, the exact syntax of the configuration file and what to do in case of 

troubles is the subject of the later chapters. References conclude this document. 

Contents of the SNMP Integration Manual: 

A separate SNMP Integration Manual holds a detailed list of all traps and SNMP counter values that are 

available from Kofax Communication Server applications. It also describes in detail how to integrate with 

HP OpenView Network Node Manager and with IBM Tivoli NetView. 

 

Important! The Kofax Communication Server and its components formerly used the name 

TOPCALL. Some screen shots and texts in this manual may still use the former name. 
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2 Definitions 

The following definitions explain shortly the concepts used in this document. 

2.1 SNMP 

2.1.1 Abbreviations 

ASN.1 

 Abstract Syntax Notation One 

MIB 

 Management Information Base. 

OID 

 Object Identifier. 

SNMP  

 Simple Network Management Protocol 

2.1.2 The Model of an SNMP Based Managed Network 

The SNMP model of a managed network consists of the following elements: 

 one or more managed nodes, each containing a processing entity called an agent 

 at least one management station containing one or more processing entities called management 
applications (or managers) 

 optionally, processing entities able to perform in both manager and agent roles called dual-role 
entities 

 management information in each managed node, which describes the configuration, state, statistics 
and which controls the actions of the managed node 

 a management protocol, which the managers and agents use to exchange management messages 
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This model of management can be applied to computer data networks where the managed nodes are hosts 

(i.e. workstations, PCs, mini and mainframe computers), routers, bridges, printers, and terminal servers. 

Also, the model can be applied to automotive traffic networks where the managed nodes are traffic signals, 

vehicle detectors, message boards, and changeable lanes. Or the model can be applied to heating and 

cooling systems where the nodes are temperature sensors, flow meters, vent controllers, compressors, and 

furnaces. 

2.1.3 SNMP Operations 

The operations in SNMP are limited to retrieving a value of management information, modifying the value 

the value of management information, and reporting an event. Each class (or type) of management 

information is assigned a unique identity. An instance from a class of management information is called a 

variable. Each variable is given a unique identifier based on the identity of its class and its identification 

within its class. Each class (or type) of event is assigned a unique identity. 

There is one modification operation, which is called SET. The operand to a SET is a list of pairs. Each pair 

consists of the identity of a variable and its desired value. SET operations are used to configure and control 

a managed system 

There are two types of retrieval operations. Both retrieve the value of variables. For both, the result is a list 

of pairs, where each pair consists of the identity of a variable and its current value. Both types have as 

operands a list of identities. The first type of retrieval operation requires that the identities are those that 

match exactly the identity of returned variables. This retrieval operation is used when the identity for each 

variable is exactly known. There is a single operation of this type called GET. The second type of retrieval 

operation uses each identity in a request as an approximation of the identity for a variable. Each returned 

identity is the one assigned to the first accessible variable whose identity is greater than the given identity.  

There are two operations of this type, called GETNEXT and GETBULK. These operations are used when 

the identity for a class of management information is known, but the identity for each accessible instance 

within that class is not known. Also, these operations may be used to determine each class of management 

information containing accessible instances. 
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The GET, GETNEXT, and GETBULK operation are used to monitor a managed system. 

There are two event-reporting operations, called TRAP and INFORM. Each specifies an event and a list of 

pairs. A pair consists of the identity of a variable and its value. These operations are used to report the 

occurrence of events on a managed system to a list of managers configured to receive events for that 

managed system. 

2.1.4 SNMP Messages 

SNMP operations occur through message exchange over a message transport service. The format of 

messages is defined using a sub-set of the Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) language. This format, 

called an abstract syntax, is independent of the representation of data on any particular system. To 

transmit a message, it must be first converted into a string of octets (bytes). 

manager
transport agent

process

request

response

Request/Response Messages

 

agent
transport manager

event report

(a trap)

Trap Messages

informer
transport manager

process

event report

(an inform)

response

Inform/Response Messages

 

The retrieval and modification requires two messages. The first is a request and the second is a response. 

There are two event report operations. The first uses a single message, which is called a trap. The second 

uses two messages. The first is an inform and the second is a response. 

A message contains administrative information and an SNMP Protocol Data Unit (PDU). The PDU type 

identifies the type of the message. The contents of a PDU are control fields, which are dependent on the 

message type, and an array of pairs. The first element of each pair is used to identify management 

information and the second element is used to specify the value of management information. 

2.1.5 SNMP Manager 

An entity that assumes the operational role to generate requests to retrieve and modify management 

information, to receive the response to requests, or to receive event reports is called an SNMP manager. 

This role is assumed (or on behalf of) an SNMP management application. 

Examples for such an SNMP management application are the HP OpenView® Network Node Manager, 

IBM® NetView®, Novell ® ManageWise, and Sun® Net Manager.  

The following screenshot shows part of the KCS network as it is seen from the HP OpenView® Network 

Node Manager: 
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2.1.6 SNMP Agent 

An entity that assumes the operational role to receive, process, and respond to requests, and to generate 

event reports is called an SNMP agent. An agent must have access to network management information to 

respond to request, and must be notified of internal events to generate reports. 

2.1.7 OID 

SNMP uses an identification scheme found in ASN.1 to uniquely identify items for all space and time. An 

identifier in this scheme is called an object identifier (or OID). The permanent assignment of an OID value is 

called registration. Once a registration has been performed, no other item may be registered with the same 

OID value, the characteristics of registered item may not be changed, and the registered item may not be 

deleted. SNMP uses OIDs to identify many types of items. 

The name space for object identifiers is hierarchical. 
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       ….       …

       ….       …

       ….       …

root

0-ccitt 1-iso 2-joint-iso-ccitt

3-org

6-DOD

1-internet

1-Directory 2-Mgmt 3-Experimental 4-private

1-enterprises

311-microsoft77-lanmanager 3007-topcall

 

Authority for parts of the name space is assigned to individual organizations. This allows organizations to 

assign names without consulting an Internet authority for each assignment. 

For example, the name space assigned to Microsoft is 1.3.6.1.4.1.311. Microsoft has the authority to assign 

names to objects anywhere below that name space. 

The object identifier in the hierarchy is written as a sequence of labels beginning at the root and ending at 

the object. Labels are separated with a period. 

The name space assigned to Kofax Communication Server is 

iso.org.dod.internet.private.enterprises.3007 or in numeric terms 1.3.6.1.4.1.3007
1
. Every OID produced 

by KCS starts with this numeric sequence. 

                                                      
1
 Attention: The customer will also view the SNMP data exactly within this name space. This is not an example, 

this is how it works. 
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2.1.8 MIB 

MIBs are specifications, containing definitions of management information so that network systems can be 

remotely monitored, configured, and controlled. 

In general, the term MIB has different meanings depending on the context in which it is used. Sometimes 

there is a distinction made between a single specification, called a MIB and the union of all specifications, 

called the MIB. Finally the term MIB is also used to mean the actual values of management information in a 

system. 

 

a document
containing
defintions of
management

information a module
written in a
computer
parsable form
containing

definitions

MIB module

MIB document
1

a MIBthe MIB

2

 a managed system

a system's MIB

management

information

3

 

 

Each MIB consists of a list of object identifiers describing a managed entity. The MIB handler retrieves 

object values from the managed entity and sends them to the SNMP manager.  

When a network manager wants information about a device on the network, SNMP management software 

can determine object values that represent network status. For example, the management station might 

request an object called SvStatOpens, which would be the total number of files open on the computer. 

SNMP views management information as variable and their values. SNMP operations retrieve or modify the 

value of variables. A class (or type) of management information is called an object or object type. A specific 

instance from a class of management information is called an SNMP variable or object instance.. The 

OBJECT-TYPE construct is used in MIB modules to define each class of management information and 

specifies an object's data type, the maximal allowed access, its assigned identity, how instances are 

identified, and its semantic (or behaviors). An object may be defined to have exactly one instance, or may 

be defined to have multiple instances; A scalar object has exactly one instance. A columnar object has zero 

or more instances at any point in time
2
. 

                                                      
2
 Please refer to Advanced SNMP Information for more detailed information on this subject. 
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3 Functionality 

3.1 Overview 

The TC/SNMP extension DLL guards the Windows application event log for configured events. If such an 

event occurs it is translated to a SNMP trap and passed via the Windows SNMP service to the SNMP 

manager. 

Furthermore, it answers to SNMP queries from the SNMP manager:  

 

Windows SNMP agent  

KCS Site  

managed 
informations 

access TC/SNMP-DLL 

KCS information 

access 

Other extension DLL 

management 
communication 

 

3.2 TC/SNMP Creates Traps from Event Log Messages 

3.2.1 Event Log 

Each KCS product (i.e. TCOSS, TC/LINK-FI etc.) may write event log entries to the Windows application 

event log. These event log entries generate SNMP traps when TC/SNMP is active. 

3.2.1.1 Message DLL 

The KCS Message DLL is used to localize (=use the system language) event log entries. The names of the 

categories and the description for an event are taken out of this DLL. This DLL is registered to the Windows 

Operating System and is used automatically. 

3.2.1.2 Event IDs 

Each KCS event has its own event id. A separate manual (SNMP Integration Manual) holds the list of 

events that are available as SNMP traps. 
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3.2.1.3 Event Types 

The event records can have the following types: 

 

Type When will this be reported Example 

Error An operation could not be finished. The system 
will not work as expected 

The disk is full 

Warning An operation could be finished although some 
errors were encountered. In future this can lead 
to an error situation 

The disk is at or near 
capacity.  You may need 
to delete some files. 

Information An operation was successfully finished. This is 
an valuable information for a system 
administrator 

TCLINK/LN was shut 
down by TCSRV 

3.2.1.4 Event Source 

Each event record has a unique source. This source identifies, which application has produced the event 

record. 

The following list is an example for possible KCS-related sources: 

 

Name Description 

Boot The service TCSRV reports under this source. 

TCLINKLN The TC/LINK-LN reports with under source. 

…  

 

The name for the source is the same as the registry key for the specific KCS product. So if for example two 

TC/LINK-FI instances with registry keys TCLINKFI1 and TCLINKFI2 are installed on a workstation, each of 

them reports under its own source. 

3.2.1.5 Event Category 

Event categories are different way to view a set of event log entries. For example an event with the 

category TCSI can be reported by different event sources, because TCSI is a base module used by almost 

all KCS products.  

3.2.1.6 Event Description 

Each Event ID specifies one event description. This event description is merged with the parameters of an 

event. That means each event has a fixed part (=the description) and a variable part (=the parameters used 

to specify a single event). 

The event description can be localized. 

Example: 

An event to report that a specific file could not be open. 

 

Parameter English German 

C:\TEMP\0.TXT Unable to open file 
C:\TEMP\0.TXT 

Datei C:\TEMP\0.TXT kann nicht geöffnet 
werden. 
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3.2.2 File TOPCALL.MIB  

TC/SNMP converts all KCS events into SNMP traps, using a single trap OID.  

The file TOPCALL.MIB can be installed together with other MIB files as part of KCS setup. This MIB 

describes the SNMP trap generated by KCS:  

 

0- Traps

1-iso
3-org
6-DOD
1-internet
4-private

1-enterprises

1- EventLogTrap

1 DisplayString Computer where Event occured
2 DisplayString User which reports this Event. Normally N/A
3 TimeTicks Time when the Event occurred
4 DisplayString Name of event source
5 DisplayString EVENT ID of the Event occurred (hex)
6 Integer Type of the Event
7 DisplayString Name of event category
8 DisplayString Text of the event
9 DisplayString Long date and time representation of time

when event was generated

The prefix

Traps are numbered

This node is SNMP-standard

3007- topcall

This is the start node for the

MIB-Tree

 

The current KCS MIB is used only to tell SNMP Manager which information comes with a SNMP Trap 

produced by TC/SNMP. 

The KCS MIB must be installed at the SNMP manager in order to identify correctly the KCS Traps. The 

SNMP Integration Manual describes how this can be done for HP OpenView and IBM Tivoli. For other 

SNMP managers, please refer to their documentation. 

The information displayed at the bottom of the picture are the trap parameters (numbered 1 to 9). E.g., 

parameter 9 contains the time when the event was generated on the KCS side. TC/SNMP uses local 

defined long date format at the KCS side. 

This parameter is introduced to cover situations when the system time at SNMP manager side does not 

match the system time at the KCS side.  

Normally the time when the SNMP trap arrives at SNMP manager will be enough information for system 

administrator. 

Note: KCS Traps are always reported with the following OID-prefix: 1.3.6.1.4.1.3007.0 followed by the trap 

number. This is SNMP standard. 
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3.2.3 Filtering 

There are three possibilities to configure which events produce SNMP traps on the KCS side
3
: 

 

Filter-Type Location Description 

Event-Type Registry Filter events with certain types. 

Event-Source Registry Filter events produced by certain sources 

Event-ID Configuration-File Filter events with a certain event id 

 

If an event record is added to the application log, the following process is used to recognize if a SNMP trap 

must be sent: 

 

New Event 

Event Type is 
configured 

Event Source is 
configured 

Event ID is 
configured 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

Report Trap 

TC/SNMP 

Windows SNMP agent 

KCS Side 

 

 

Event-Type filtering: 

Registry value HKLM\Software\TOPCALL\TCSNMP\EventType allows filtering for any combination of event 

types “Information”, “Warning” and “Error”.  

Event-Source filtering: 

                                                      
3
 Each SNMP manager offers its own way to filter incoming SNMP Traps. 
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Registry value HKLM\Software\TOPCALL\TCSNMP\Sources holds a list of event sources. Only events 

created by one of the sources configured here are translated to SNMP traps. See section 6.3.3 for details. 

Event-ID filtering: 

A configuration file TCSNMP.XML contains all available event IDs and their description. You can disable 

traps for individual event IDs via the application SNMP_CONFIG.EXE (see section 5 for details). 

(The configuration file is a text file and can also be edited via any editor.) 

3.3 TC/SNMP Reads Performance Counters via SNMP GET 

3.3.1 Performance Counters 

Most KCS applications write important information to so-called performance counters. For example each 

link writes the total amount of transferred mails to the KCS server to the performance counter "Message to 

KCS (total)"
4
 

Performance counters are structured in performance objects. Each performance object includes one or 

more performance counters. These performance objects may be used by more than one process. Then 

each performance object has multiple instances, which represent the data of each process. 

 

Some KCS applications support more than one performance object. This is a convenient way to structure 

information. 

For example TCOSS has the following performance objects TCOSS, TCOSS Cache, TCOSS Disk, and 

TCOSS Links. 

KCS provides MIBs for various KCS applications. They can be installed as a separate item in KCS Setup. 

The SNMP Integration Manual holds the list of MIB files available for KCS applications, plus an explanation 

of the performance counters. 

The MIBs, which represent the performance objects for the different application, describe the discussed 

structure. The overview below shows the structure of the KCS MIB tree. 

 

                                                      
4
 For additional information about the available performance objects and performance counters please refer to 

the “SNMP Integration Manual”. Technical information about the KCS performance counters can be found in the 
“Platform System Manual”. 
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<Performance Counters: Structures either as table 
indexed by the instance name of the performance 
object or scalar if this performance object has no 
instances at all> 

<App. n> 
<App. 2> 

1- software 0-Traps 

1-iso 
3-org 
6-DOD 
1-internet 
4-private 
1-enterprises 

<Application 1> 

The prefix 

E.g. TCOSS 

The software branch of the KCS MIB 

3007- KCS 

This is the start node for the 
KCS MIB-Tree 

<Object n> 

<Object 2> 

<Performance Object 1> 

 

The name of each object equivalent of the performance objects has the prefix perf, to represent the 

meaning of these entries. 

To differentiate between performance objects with and without instances this name is followed by the 

postfix table for performance objects with instances 

For example the TCLINKFI performance object is represent by an object named perfTclinkfiTable 

The following diagram shows the MIB representation of a selection of KCS performance objects. 
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1- perfTCOSS

1 -TCOSS

Application Layer

<Counter 1>
<Counter 2>

…
<Counter n>

1- software

Instance-1
<Counter 1>
<Counter 2>

…
<Counter n>

1-perfTCOSS_CacheEntry

4- perfTCOSS_CacheTable

101 -Tclinkfi

1-perfTclinkfiEntry

1- perfTclinkfiTable

Instance-n
<Counter 1>
<Counter 2>

…
<Counter n>

Defines a SNMP table

Defines the index of

the SNMP table

Instance-1
<Counter 1>
<Counter 2>

…
<Counter n>

Instance-n
<Counter 1>
<Counter 2>

…
<Counter n>

 

 

This figure shows the usage of tabular information in SNMP terms. Since some performance object may 

have instances, the MIB for these objects is structured in a table.  

Since some performance object may have instances, the MIB for these objects is structured in a table.  

A MIB table consists of an Entry - Node, which declares the SNMP variables, that makes the index of the 

table, followed by the SNMP variables, which represents the data. 

In our case the SNMP table for performance objects is indexed by the instance name of the process. This 

means that part of the OID of each instance holds the decimal values of the single characters of the 

instance name (e.g.: 84 = T, 67 = C, 76 = L, 73 = I, 78 = N, 75 = K, 70 = F, 73 = I, 48 = 0) 

For example, if two TCLINK/FI instances named TCLINKFI0 and TCLINKFI1 are running on the same 

workstation, then each instance is represented by one table entry: 
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101 -Tclinkfi

1-perfTclinkfiEntry

1- perfTclinkfiTable

TCLINKFI0
<Counter 1>
<Counter 2>
…
<Counter n>

TCLINKFI1
<Counter 1>
<Counter 2>
…
<Counter n>

 

The retrieval process for instances of management information would retrieve the above values in the 

following order
5
: 

 

Identity Value 
101.1.1.1.9.84.67.76.73.78.70.73.48 TCLINKFI0 

101.1.1.1.9.84.67.76.73.78.70.73.49 TCLINKFI1 

101.1.1.2.9.84.67.76.73.78.70.73.48 <Value of Counter 1 of instance TCLINKFI0> 

101.1.1.2.9.84.67.76.73.78.70.73.49 <Value of Counter 1 of instance TCLINKFI1> 

…. …. 

 

                                                      
5
 Please refer to section Advanced SNMP Information for detailed information on this subject. 
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4 Installation 

4.1 Prerequisites 

4.1.1 Installation of Windows SNMP Service 

The Windows SNMP service must be installed on every computer that shall be monitored via SNMP. The 

exact installation procedure depends on the Windows version. 

4.1.1.1 Windows 2003 

You use the Control Panel to install the SNMP service.  

In the Control Panel application Add/Remove Programs, click button Add/Remove Windows Components 

and select Management and Monitoring Tools, with sub item Simple Network Management Protocol. 
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Click Next to proceed with installation. You will be asked for the Windows Setup Disk, from where the 

software will be loaded. 

4.1.1.2 Windows Server 2008 

Start the administrative tool "Server Manager" and select the Features item. Click on “Add Features” and 

select the group "SNMP Services" with feature "SNMP Service". 
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Click Next and finish the installation of the SNMP Service. 

Note: When upgrading from Windows Server 2008 SP2 to R2, the TC/SNMP does not work anymore. As a 

workaround, either reinstall TC/SNMP, or re-register the tcsnmp.dll (the SNMP service must be stopped 

before that). 

4.1.2 Configure SNMP Service Properties 

After installing the SNMP protocol, you must configure the SNMP trap settings.  

In the Services application (below program group Administrative Tools), highlight the SNMP Service and 

choose Properties from the context menu. 
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Under Windows 2008, you may have to reboot the machine in order to see all tabs of the SNMP service 

properties. 

Open the Trap tab of the properties dialog.  

Add the name of the computer running the SNMP Manager application to the trap destinations list.  

Enter a community name. The SNMP Manager application specifies a community name when asking for 

SNMP data. The default community name used by most applications is “public”. 
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On the Security page, allow at least READ ONLY rights for the community, and make sure that SNMP 

packets from the SNMP manager computer are accepted. This is needed to make SNMP GET operations 

possible. 
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4.2 KCS Setup 

All KCS programs provided for SNMP integration can be found below container Common - SNMP Support 

in KCS setup. 

When updating existing KCS applications, you should always update the SNMP Support items as well. 

This ensures that all currently supported objects are available via SNMP. 
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The SNMP Support program group holds the following sub items: 

TCSNMP:  

The KCS SNMP Extension DLL. Must be installed on every computer where KCS applications shall be 

monitored via SNMP. 

SNMP Support Tools: Here you find three sub items.  

SNMP_CONFIG: installs the application SNMP_CONFIG.EXE, a tool used to configure which events are 

converted to SNMP traps by TCSNMP.  

MIBMAKER: With this tool you can create new MIB files and registry files after adding performance 

counters to an application. The tool is needed when you define new queue length or queue age counters for 

a TCOSS instance. See SNMP Integration Manual for details. 

MIB Files: Select this item to copy all KCS MIB files to the computer where the SNMP manager application 

runs. See SNMP Integration Manual for details. 

Setup asks whether existing TCOSS MIB files shall be updated. Any queue length or queue age counter 

definitions added via MIBMAKER will be lost after an update of TCOSS MIB files. 

SNMP Sample Scripts:  

Here you install batch files for integration with HP OpenView Network Node Manager and IBM Tivoli 

NetView. For the Windows-based versions of these programs, you can copy the batch files to the computer 

where the program runs, and execute them from there. For UNIX-based versions, you can use the batch 

files as examples that show you how to invoke HP OpenView or IBM Tivoli command line utilities in order to 

configure SNMP support for KCS programs.  

The SNMP Integration Manual contains information how to use the sample scripts. 
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4.2.1 TCSNMP Installation 

TCSNMP must be installed on every computer hosting KCS applications that shall be monitored. 

Installation needs no user interaction. The following steps are done: 

 Setup checks if the requirements are met. If the operating system version is below Windows 2000 
or if the SNMP service is not installed, Setup pops up a warning message box. Nevertheless, the 
KCS software is installed. 

 Setup copies the TCSNMP executables to the system.  

 If this is a new installation, Setup configures TCSNMP to create traps for all applications that are 
started via TCSRV, and for TCSRV itself. This is done by adding application names to registry key 
Sources. You can easily add or remove applications later via a registry editor. 

 Other configuration values are written to the TCSNMP registry. 

 The event definitions and descriptions in configuration file TCSNMP.XML are updated. If new 
events are added, they are configured to create traps. 

 The SNMP service is restarted once during Setup, in order to make changes effective. 

4.2.2 SNMP Support Tools Installation 

SNMP_CONFIG 

The SNMP_CONFIG application is used to edit the TCSNMP.XML file. The TCSNMP.XML file exists on 

every computer where TCSNMP is installed. It contains a list of all events that are created by KCS 

applications. For every event, there is the information whether SNMP traps are enabled or disabled. 

SNMP_CONFIG allows you to view all events and configure which events are translated to SNMP traps. 

Setup adds the application SNMP_CONFIG to program group Kofax Communication Server. 

Using same trap settings for all computers 

You can install SNMP_CONFIG once on any computer in the network. If all TCSNMP installations use the 

same trap settings, you can hold the master copy of TCSNMP.XML on the computer where 

SNMP_CONFIG is installed. After changing the trap settings, distribute the file to the individual workstations 

and restart the SNMP service there. 

Using individual trap settings for some computers 

If different trap settings shall be used for different computers, you can install SNMP_CONFIG on every 

computer and use it to maintain the local TCSNMP.XML file. As an alternative, you can install 

SNMP_CONFIG in one central place and open the different TCSNMP.XML files via the network. 

TCSNMP.XML File update 

SNMP_CONFIG Setup also installs or updates the local TCSNMP.XML file. If the file exists already, Setup 

updates the event definitions in it and enables traps for new events. Otherwise, Setup creates a new file 

where traps are enabled for all events. 

This makes sense if TCSNMP is installed locally or if one master copy of TCSNMP.XML is used to edit trap 

settings for all TCSNMP instances. If the application is used to edit different versions of TCSNMP.XML, it is 

important to keep the individual files up to date, by updating TCSNMP whenever an application is updated. 
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5 Trap Configuration 

5.1 Trap Configuration File TCSNMP.XML 

The file TCSNMP.XML holds a list of EVENT elements. The XML format uses the namespace URI 

“http://www.topcall.com/XMLSchema/2003/tcsnmp”. 

The following screen shot shows the first lines of the XML file viewed by Microsoft Internet Explorer. 
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Information stored for every item: 

Element name Example Description 

EVENTID 40011400 unique event ID  

C_CONSTANT LNKE_LINK_REGISTRATION short name for event, used by applications 

MODULE TCLINK Software module that creates the event.  
This may be an application type (e.g. TCLINK) 
or a module used by an application (e.g. TCSI) 

CATEGORY Fatal error indicates severity and consequences of the 
event (see separate table below) 

REASON TCOSS: licenses indicates possible reason for the event (see 
separate table below) 

SEVERITY Error type of event log message, one of: 
Error, Warning, Information 

DESCRIPTION TC/LINK-%s registration limit 
reached 

descriptive text, is part of the SNMP trap text 

ENABLED YES indicates if trap is enabled, may be YES or NO 

DATE 2003-03-01 date when first added to the local configuration 
file 

 

CATEGORY 

Event categories indicate severity and consequences of an event. Every event has exactly 1 category. In 

the SNMP trap configuration application, you can display events sorted by category. 

Category Corresponding  
TCOSS error level 

Description 

Process 
available  

1 Application starts or becomes available (e.g. end of TCLINK 
idle mode) 

Process 
unavailable 

Not applicable Application stops or becomes unavailable (e.g. change to 
idle mode) 

Fatal error  6 An error that leads to application shutdown 

Line out of order 3 Line out of order (TCOSS only) 

Feature 
unavailable  

5 Part of the application’s features is unavailable, but the 
application keeps running. 

Single item error 
no data loss 

4 A non-fatal error occurred while processing a single item 
(e.g. message, user, etc.) or a one-time error that has been 
corrected 

Single item error 
with data loss  

Not applicable A non-fatal error occurred while processing a single item, 
information discarded to keep process alive, e.g. TCOSS 
Init4. (not for normal cleanup or text field truncation) 

General warning  2 A temporary error that does not lead to application 
shutdown and does not fit into the above categories (e.g. 
directory sync finished with errors). 

General 
information  

1 An informational event that does not fit into the above 
categories (e.g. directory sync successfully finished) 

 

REASON 

Event reasons indicate where to look for the reason of the problem (on TCOSS, on the local workstation, 

etc.). Every event has exactly 1 reason. In the SNMP trap configuration application, you can display events 

sorted by reason. 
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Reason Description 

TCOSS: objects e.g. missing users, messages, templates 

TCOSS: credentials TCOSS login error due to wrong user id or password 

TCOSS: licenses no valid license 

TCOSS: permissions missing permissions on TCOSS server  

TCOSS: other Other errors in interaction with TCOSS server, e.g. problem 
connecting to TCOSS server 

OS: files Problem accessing a file on the local workstation or on a used 
network share 

OS: applications Problems with third party applications 

OS: resources e.g. problems with memory allocation, thread creation, .. 

OS: permissions “access denied” errors 

OS: other other errors with local workstation 

application: integrity e.g. wrong DLL version 

application: 
configuration 

e.g. missing configuration values in the registry 

application: interface error in communication between application components 

Mail Server Error in communication with a remote mail server 

User Input Problem caused by information entered by a user  

Other Reason unknown, not matching above reasons, or no real error 

5.2 Trap Configuration Program SNMP_CONFIG 

SNMP_CONFIG.EXE offers a user-friendly way to configure which events are reported as SNMP traps.  

If you start SNMP_CONFIG without providing a command line parameter, the main windows of the 

application are empty and you have to specify the location of the XML file via menu item File | Open. 

As an alternative, you can specify the XML file path name as a command line parameter. 

Note: 

On Windows 2008 Server, the TCSNMP.XML file created by Setup is read-only for normal users. To be 

able to modify it, SNMP_CONFIG must be started in elevated mode (with administrator rights). 

After opening TCSNMP.XML, the application shows a list of software modules in the left window. Below the 

module name, you see event categories that are available for the module. The right window shows a list of 

events available for the current item from the left window. 
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The following information is displayed for every event: 

ID: trap ID in this manual (XML element EVENTID). 

Enabled: can be yes or no (XML element ENABLED) 

Reason: event reason (XML element REASON) 

Description: first part of event description, including placeholders for variable text components (XML 

element DESCRIPTION) 

Event type: Informational, Error or Warning, according to Windows event type (XML element SEVERITY) 

You can disable or enable traps by right clicking an event on the right side or a container on the left side, 

and choosing Enabled or Disabled from the context menu: 

 

Alternate views are available via menu item View. 

The default view (as in the above screen shots) is “By Module”.  
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With view “By Category”, the left window shows event categories as the first hierarchy level, and module 

names as second hierarchy level: 

 

With view “By Reason”, the left window shows event reasons as the first hierarchy level, and module names 

as second hierarchy level: 

 

To save changes, select menu item File | Save. 
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6 Registry Entries Used by TC/SNMP 

6.1 Windows SNMP Extensible Agent 

To be loaded by the Windows SNMP extensible agent, the following key is inserted under the sub-tree: 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\SNMP\Parameters\ExtensionAgents 

 

Name Type Description 

<Number> REG_SZ <Number> is a placeholder for the continuously 
numbered SNMP extension agents.  
 
The value is the location of the TC/SNMP settings. 

 

This is done automatically during Setup. The SNMP service normally uses the Local System Account.  

The entry above points to a registry location where following registry entry could be found 

HKEY_LOCALMACHINE\Software\TOPCALL\TCSNMP 

Name Type Default  Description 

Pathname REG_EXPAND_
SZ 

c:\topcall\shared\TCSNM
P.DLL 

Used by Windows SNMP 
extensible agent to locate the 
TC/SNMP DLL 

 

6.2 TC/SNMP – Performance Settings 

The registry is used to configure TC/SNMP to accept SNMP queries for certain performance objects.  

For example: 

 

HKEY_LOCALMACHINE\Software\TOPCALL\TCSNMP\Software 

The name(s) of the application layer are listed under this registry subtree. 

HKEY_LOCALMACHINE\Software\TOPCALL\TCSNMP\Software\<Name of Application> 

For example: 

 HKEY_LOCALMACHINE\Software\TOPCALL\TCSNMP\Software\TCOSS 

 or 

 HKEY_LOCALMACHINE\Software\TOPCALL\TCSNMP\Software\linkfi 
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Each of these registry keys has the following entries: 

 

Name Type Value Description 

ID REG_DWORD Defined by KCS ID of this application 

NoObjects REG_DWORD  Number of performance objects 
,which belong to this 
application 

 

The registry entries for each performance object exist under registry keys, which have the names of the 

performance objects. 

…\TCSNMP\Software\<Name of application>\<Name of Performance Object 1> 

…\TCSNMP\Software\<Name of application >\<Name of Performance Object 2> 

.. 

…\TCSNMP\Software\<Name of application \<Name of Performance Object NoObjects> 

 For example 

HKEY_LOCALMACHINE\Software\TOPCALL\TCSNMP\Software\TCOSS\TCOSS 

HKEY_LOCALMACHINE\Software\TOPCALL\TCSNMP\Software\TCOSS\TCOSS Cache 

HKEY_LOCALMACHINE\Software\TOPCALL\TCSNMP\Software\TCOSS\TCOSS Disk 

HKEY_LOCALMACHINE\Software\TOPCALL\TCSNMP\Software\TCOSS\TCOSS Links 

Each of these entries has the following values: 

Name Type Value Description 

ID REG_DWORD Defined by 
KCS 

ID of this performance object 

EnableInstances REG_DWORD 0 or 1 Defines if this object has instances or not. 

Counter REG_MULTI_SZ  The name of the performance counters for this 
object plus the order number of the specific 
counter. 
E.g. (Link) 
Message from TCOSS (total) 
1 
Message from TCOSS (today) 
2 
… 

 
 

Attention: Never edit these values! They are essential for TC/SNMP. They are installed automatically 

with the applications. 

6.3 TC/SNMP – Trap – Settings 

HKEY_LOCALMACHINE\Software\TOPCALL\TCSNMP\TRAP 
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Name Type Default  Description 

Compatibility REG_DWO
RD 

0 Defines OIDs for trap variables 

Sources REG_MULT
I_SZ 

TC* 
TOPCALL 
BOOT 

Lists the event sources guarded by the 
TC/SNMP 
Please refer to detailed description 
below 

ConfigFileXM
L 

REG_SZ C:\TOPCALL\SHARED\ 
TCSNMP.XML 

Path to the SNMP configuration file that 
defines which events produce a trap. 

ConfigFile REG_EXPA
ND_SZ 

C:\TOPCALL\SHARED\ 
TCSNMP.CNF 

Used internally (created from the XML 
file by TC/SNMP). 

XSLFile REG_SZ C:\TOPCALL\SHARED\ 
MKCNF1.XSL 

Script that creates the CNF file from the 
XML file. Used internally by TC/SNMP. 

EventType REG_DWO
RD 

1 Discussed below 

 

6.3.1 Compatibility Mode for Event Parameters 

By default, the OIDs for trap parameters are defined as: 

OID Variable 

1.3.6.1.4.1.3007.2.1.0 Computer 

1.3.6.1.4.1.3007.2.2.0 User 

1.3.6.1.4.1.3007.2.3.0 Event Time (ticks) 

1.3.6.1.4.1.3007.2.4.0 Event Source 

1.3.6.1.4.1.3007.2.5.0 Event ID 

1.3.6.1.4.1.3007.2.6.0 Event Type 

1.3.6.1.4.1.3007.2.7.0 Category 

1.3.6.1.4.1.3007.2.8.0 Description 

1.3.6.1.4.1.3007.2.9.0 Event Time (string) 

 

In previous versions, TCSNMP used different OIDs for the trap variables. This was corrected because the 

old OIDs did not match the definition in the MIB file. 

For compatibility with existing installations, it is possible to configure TCSNMP to use the old (syntactically 

wrong) OIDs. 

This can be done via registry value Compatibility. 

Possible values and their meaning: 

Value Description OIDs for trap variables 

0 Default (correct) handling according to current 
TOPCALL.MIB 

…3007.2.1.0 to  
…3007.2.9.0 

1 old (and wrong) handling …3007.0.1.1.0 to  
…3007.0.1.9.0 

2 Correct OIDs without trailing zero …3007.0.1.1 to  
…3007.0.1.9 

 

The registry value is created automatically with the default value if the SNMP service is restarted. 

6.3.2 EventType 
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The registry setting EventType tells the TC/SNMP to guard only events with the correct event type. This 

value is a 32-bit flag bit-field with following meaning: 

Bit Value Meaning 

0 1 Error 

1 2 Warning 

2 4 Information 

 

So if you like to guard all events types, set the registry entry to 7. 

6.3.3 Sources 

Definition 

Each KCS product has its registry sub-tree under the HKEY_LOCALMACHINE\Software\TOPCALL node: 

 

The name of this sub-tree is used as source-name for the event logging: 
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Each installed KCS product has its own unique source-name. (For example if you install two TCLINK/FI on 

your workstation, one will be called TCLINKFI0, the other TCLINKFI1). 

Therefore it is possible that the same event id is used by more than one KCS application. To distinguish 

them and also tell enable/disable SNMP traps for them, the registry setting "Sources" is used. 

Change Settings 

To change this parameter, start the Registry Editor (regedt32.exe) and open the registry sub-tree 

HKEY_LOCALMACHINE\Software\TOPCALL\TCSNMP. 

There you will find the Multistring-Value Sources  

Simply double click and add/delete the desired entry: 

 

 

Wildcards 

TC/SNMP supports the simple Wildcard - asterisk ('*') - for "Sources". The asterisk symbol tells the 

TC/SNMP to accept events from each event source, whose name starts with string part found before the 

asterisk.   

 

TC/LINK-LN 
generated this event 
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Example Result 

TC* Report traps for each source starting with TC 

TCLINKAC* Report traps for each source starting with TCLINKAC 

* Report for each source   
Not recommended, may lead that events, which are not  
originated from KCS applications, are translated to KCS traps  

*TC* Not supported (treated like '*') 

TCLINK?? Not supported (treated as TCLINK??) 

6.4 TC/SNMP Trace Settings 

The following common settings are located at the key: 

HKEY_LOCALMACHINE\Software\TOPCALL\TCSNMP 
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Name Type Default  Description 
TraceFile REG_ SZ <RootDir>\TRACE\TCSNMP#.trc Fully qualified path to trace file or path 

relative to <RootDir>\Trace. The actual 
trace file name is the name specified 
here (or the default) extended with a 
number. The number is added before 
the period (‘.’) of the extension(e.g. 
‘TCSNMP0.TRC’). The number 
increments by one every time the 
maximum file size is reached (see 
below). In this case the current file gets 
closed and a new file with the new 
name is created. If the file exists it gets 
truncated. When the maximum file 
number is reached (see below)  the 
current file number is set to zero. 

MaxTraceFileSize REG_DWORD 1024 Specifies the maximum size of a single 
trace file for a process. Trace data gets 
added to the current file until the file 
size reaches the max. value. In this 
case the current file gets closed and a 
new one gets opened. 

MaxTraceFiles REG_DWORD 2 Specifies the maximum number of 
trace files generated for one process. 
The generated trace files are numbered 
from 0 to MaxTraceFiles-1. This value 
only restricts the number of trace files 
(i.e. the amount of trace data) kept on 
disk and not the total number of files 
generated while the process is active. 
When the max. trace file number is 
reached, the next file generated gets 
number 0. 

TraceToFile REG_DWORD 1 Enables or disables output of trace 
information to files. If this value is non-
zero trace information is written to files 
as described above. 

AppendTrace REG_DWORD 0 If this value is zero, the corresponding 
process starts writing trace files at trace 
file number 0. Any previously stored 
data gets deleted before the first line of 
new trace data is written to the file. 
If this value is non-zero,  the 
corresponding process starts writing 
trace files at trace file number 
AppendTrace-1. But, the previously 
stored trace data is preserved. Any 
new data gets appended to the current 
file until it reaches MaxFileSize. 
Specifying 0 or 1 is equal, but in the 
first case the trace file gets truncated 
when the process starts.   
If this value is non-zero, it automatically 
changes during run-time to store the 
number of current trace file. 

TraceLevel REG_DWORD 17 (dec) or 11 (hex) Discussed below 

TraceToScreen REG_DWORD 0 Enables/Disables the output of trace 
information to the screen.  
Normally the SNMP service does not 
have any output window, so enabling 
screen output does not have any result. 
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6.5 TC/SNMP Advanced Settings 

The following common settings are located at the key: 

HKEY_LOCALMACHINE\Software\TOPCALL\TCSNMP 

 

Name Type Default  Description 
SyntaxInstance REG_DWORD 1 Defines how to encode non-ASCII 

characters in instance names (currently 
only important for TC/Report). 
 

SyntaxTrap REG_DWORD 1 Defines how to encode non-ASCII 
characters in SNMP trap descriptions 

 

These values define how non-ASCII strings shall be encoded. Possible values are: 

0 … Strings are converted to the local Windows code page, non-matching characters are replaced with 

question marks. 

Example:  ‘μηχανή1’ becomes ‘??????1’ on an English system, but stays ‘μηχανή1’ on a Greek system. 

1 … if any character cannot be converted to Windows code page, encode the complete value as a HTML 

string. 

Example: ‘μηχανή1’ becomes ‘&#x3BC;&#x3B7;&#x3C7;&#x3B1;&#x3BD;&#x3AE;1’ on an English system. 

2 … if any character cannot be converted to Windows code page, encode the complete value as Unicode 

entities (syntax: %u<4-digit Unicode value>). 

Example: ‘μηχανή1’ becomes ‘%u03BC%u03B7%u03C7%u03B1%u03BD%u03AE%u0031’ on an English 

system. 

33 … if any character cannot be converted to ASCII, encode the complete value as a HTML string. 

Example: ‘μηχανή1’ becomes ‘&#x3BC;&#x3B7;&#x3C7;&#x3B1;&#x3BD;&#x3AE;1’. 

34 … if any character cannot be converted to ASCII, encode the complete value as Unicode entities 

(syntax: %u<4-digit Unicode value>). 

Example: ‘μηχανή1’ becomes ‘%u03BC%u03B7%u03C7%u03B1%u03BD%u03AE%u0031’. 

 

TCSNMP limits instance names to 100 characters and truncates them if the encoded value would be longer 

than 100 characters. The only product that currently can create non-ASCII instance names is TC/Report, 

where instance names are built from the logical TCOSS server names. It is therefore recommended to use 

either short Unicode strings (12 characters maximum) or ASCII strings for the logical server names. 

Some SNMP management applications show strings with non ASCII characters as hex digits. Therefore, 

syntax constants 33 or 34 can be used for encoding strings with non ASCII characters. 
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7 MIB Files 

7.1 List of Available MIB Files 

Attention: The MIBs must not be changed. They are computer readable descriptions of the KCS SNMP 

support and are used only by the SNMP manager. 

SNMP manager applications like HP OpenView Network Node Manager or IBM Tivoli NetView can use MIB 

files to retrieve information about KCS’s SNMP objects. 

The following MIB files can be installed via KCS Setup. 

File Description 

TOPCALL.MIB Defines SNMP traps for all applications 

BOOT.MIB TCSRV performance counters (for all applications) 

TCOSS.MIB Standard performance counters for non-ASP TCOSS 

TCOSS01.MIB to 
TCOSS20.MIB 

Standard performance counters for ASP TCOSS 
instances 01 to 20 

TCLINKAC.MIB TC/LINK-AC performance counters 

TCLINKCCD.MIB TC/CCD performance counters 

TCLINKFI.MIB TC/LINK-FI performance counters 

TCLINKGW.MIB TC/LINK-GW performance counters 

TCLINKLN.MIB TC/LINK-LN performance counters 

TCLINKMD.MIB TC/LINK-MD performance counters 

TCLINKMFP.MIB TC/LINK-MFP performance counters 

TCLINKMQ.MIB TC/LINK-MQ performance counters 

TCLINKMX.MIB TC/LINK-MX performance counters 

TCLINKMX7.MIB TC/LINK-MX7 performance counters 

TCLINKOC.MIB TC/LINK-OC performance counters 

TCLINKSC.MIB TC/LINK-SC performance counters 

TCLINKSDD.MIB TC/LINK-SDD performance counters 

TCLINKSJ.MIB TC/LINK-SJ performance counters 

TCLINKSM.MIB TC/LINK-SM performance counters 

TCLINKWM.MIB TC/LINK-WM performance counters 

TCLINKX4.MIB TC/LINK-X4 performance counters 

TCLINKXML.MIB TC/LINK-XML performance counters 

TCREPORT.MIB TC/REPORT performance counters 

7.2 Example: KCS Trap MIB (TOPCALL.MIB) 

    TOPCALL-EVENT DEFINITIONS ::= BEGIN 

    IMPORTS 

        enterprises,TimeTicks 

            FROM RFC1155-SMI 

        OBJECT-TYPE 

            FROM RFC-1212 

        DisplayString 

            FROM RFC1213-MIB 

        TRAP-TYPE               

        FROM RFC-1215; 

 

    topcall     OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { enterprises 3007 } 

     

 --************************************************************ 

 -- 
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 -- T R A P S 

 -- 

 --************************************************************ 

 

    tcEventLogTrap TRAP-TYPE 

        ENTERPRISE topcall 

        VARIABLES { tcEventComputer,tcEventUser,tcEventTime,tcEventSource, 

      tcEventID, tcEventType,tcCategory,tcDescription } 

        DESCRIPTION 

           "The SNMP trap that is generated when the TC/SNMP reports 

     a Topcall event . 

 

     The following parameters are passed 

     (1) Name of the Computer on which the event has occurred 

     (2) Name of the User which has created the event. Normally N/A 

     (3) Time when the event has been generated (as tickcount) 

     (4) Source of the event (e.g. TCOSS) 

     (5) ID of the event 

     (6) Type of the event - maybe Error(1),Warning(2),Informational(4) 

     (7) Category of the event (e.g. TCSI) 

     (8) Description of the event 

      (9) Time when the event has been generated (as String)" 

      ::= 1     

     

    

    tcTrapEntry OBJECT-TYPE 

        SYNTAX TcTrapEntry 

        ACCESS not-accessible 

        STATUS mandatory 

        DESCRIPTION 

         "Trap Variables" 

       INDEX { tcTrapIndex } 

        ::= { topcall 2 } 

 

    TcTrapEntry ::= 

        SEQUENCE { 

      tcEventComputer DisplayString, 

      tcEventUser DisplayString, 

      tcEventTime TimeTicks, 

      tcEventSource DisplayString, 

      tcEventID DisplayString, 

      tcEventType DisplayString, 

      tcCategory DisplayString, 

      tcDescription DisplayString, 

      tcTimeString DisplayString, 

      tcTrapIndex INTEGER     

            } 

 

    tcEventComputer OBJECT-TYPE 

        SYNTAX DisplayString 

        ACCESS read-only 

        STATUS mandatory 

        DESCRIPTION 

        "Computer" 

        ::= { tcTrapEntry 1 } 

         

    tcEventUser OBJECT-TYPE 

        SYNTAX DisplayString 

        ACCESS read-only 

        STATUS mandatory 

        DESCRIPTION 

        "User" 

        ::= { tcTrapEntry 2 }         

         

    tcEventTime OBJECT-TYPE 

        SYNTAX TimeTicks 
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        ACCESS read-only 

        STATUS mandatory 

        DESCRIPTION 

        "Event Time" 

        ::= { tcTrapEntry 3 }         

         

    tcEventSource OBJECT-TYPE 

        SYNTAX DisplayString 

        ACCESS read-only 

        STATUS mandatory 

        DESCRIPTION 

        "Event Source" 

        ::= { tcTrapEntry 4 }         

         

    tcEventID OBJECT-TYPE 

        SYNTAX DisplayString 

        ACCESS read-only 

        STATUS mandatory 

        DESCRIPTION 

        "Event ID" 

        ::= { tcTrapEntry 5 }         

         

    tcEventType OBJECT-TYPE 

        SYNTAX DisplayString 

        ACCESS read-only 

        STATUS mandatory 

        DESCRIPTION 

        "Event Type" 

        ::= { tcTrapEntry 6 }         

         

    tcCategory OBJECT-TYPE 

        SYNTAX DisplayString 

        ACCESS read-only 

        STATUS mandatory 

        DESCRIPTION 

        "Category" 

        ::= { tcTrapEntry 7 }         

         

    tcDescription OBJECT-TYPE 

        SYNTAX DisplayString 

        ACCESS read-only 

        STATUS mandatory 

        DESCRIPTION 

        "Description" 

        ::= { tcTrapEntry 8 }         

         

    tcTimeString OBJECT-TYPE 

        SYNTAX DisplayString 

        ACCESS read-only 

        STATUS mandatory 

        DESCRIPTION 

        "Event Time (string)" 

        ::= { tcTrapEntry 9 }    

         

 tcTrapIndex OBJECT-TYPE 

        SYNTAX INTEGER (1..9) 

        ACCESS  not-accessible 

        STATUS mandatory 

        DESCRIPTION 

        "Index" 

        ::= { tcTrapEntry 10 } 

                      

                  

        END 
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8 Troubleshooting 

8.1 Trace File 

TC/SNMP uses a trace file to report errors rather than the event log for the following two reasons: 

1. Prevent loops while reporting traps 

2. If accessing the event log produces an error, writing to the event log would also produce an error 

Trace Level 

 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 2 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

 +---------------------------------------------------------------+ 

 | Tracelevel             | 

 +---------------------------------------------------------------+ 

 

The TraceLevel is 32-Bit flag. By setting/removing one bit you can easily change the amount and the kind of 

trace information. The only exceptions are critical errors, which are reported regardless of the trace setting. 

 

Bit Meaning Description 

0 Function Info Adds the line and the name of the function in which the 
trace was written 

1 Parameter In Parameters passed to the main interface functions 

2 Parameter Out Parameters returned to the SNMP agent 

3 SNMP Settings The registry values and configuration file. 

4 Work flow Report after major functions 

 

The most interesting settings for tracking errors are the Bit 0 and Bit 4. 

8.2 Event Log  

The event log settings (size and operation mode) can be configured using the Event Viewer. There you may 

change the settings by choosing Log setting in the menu Log. 
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 The TC/SNMP guards the Application - Log, therefore check the settings for this event log. 

 Because no new entries are made if Event Log is full, please allow overwriting of events. 

 The size of event log should not be too small (<512), because if the event log entries are 
overwritten before they could be reported as traps, they are lost. 
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 TC/SNMP tries to recover after the event log is cleared manually. Still there are cases when some 
events are lost. So if you clear the event log manually, please restart the SNMP service. 

 SNMP Traps are (multi)cast to SNMP manager by the Windows 200X SNMP agent. The SNMP 
manager sends no notification back to the SNMP agent.  
Therefore the SNMP agent does not know if the traps it reports are received by any at SNMP 
manager at all! 
This may lead to lost SNMP traps, especially if there are network problems.  

8.3 Performance Counters Must Be Enabled for SNMP GET 

The KCS performance counters must be enabled on the KCS side so that TC/SNMP could query 

information. 

If you experience problems with SNMP GET, please check if the corresponding performance counters are 

available in the Windows performance monitor. 

The KCS “Platform System Manual” holds an entire chapter “KCS Performance Counters” that covers the 

technical implementation of KCS performance counters in general, including relevant registry keys and 

troubleshooting hints. 

A registry value EnablePerformanceCounters below the application’s registry key enables or disables 

performance counters for a single application instance.  

There is also another registry key that can disable performance counters for all KCS applications: The key 

“HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Services\Tclib\Performance\Disable Performance Counters” is 

created and maintained by Windows. It is normally set to 0, so that all KCS performance counters are 

enabled. Under error conditions, e.g. after starting the computer with the last known good configuration, 

Windows may set this value to 1. In this case, you must reset it to 0 with a registry editor. 
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9 Advanced SNMP Information 

This chapter offers advanced information concerning SNMP for the technical interested reader. 

9.1 SNMP Model of Management Information 

Columnar

object type

Scalar

object type

An
identified

instance
One and
only one
instance

All instances
for a class of
management

information

 

 

To be consistent with columnar objects, all scalar objects use a mechanism to identify the one instance in 

each class. The mechanism is identical for all scalar objects. An example of a scalar object is the location of 

a managed system, since a system has exactly one location. An example of a columnar object is the state 

of a TCP connection. There may be zero, one, or more TCP connections to a system at any point in time. 

Each TCP connection that exists has a state.  

The SMI requires columnar objects to be organized into conceptual tables. All the columnar objects in a 

table must use the same mechanism for identifying instances within their class. The mechanism is called 

indexing scheme. Instead of specifying the indexing scheme for each columnar object, the OBJECT-TYPE 

construct is used to define a row object, where the indexing scheme is defined. Also, the OBJECT-TYPE 

construct is used to define a table object, to group the definitions of the row and columnar objects. 

Row

Column

Table - a collection of

columnar objects
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9.2 Instance of Management Information 

A specific instance of management information is a variable. The identity for a variable is based on the 

identity of its class and its identification with its class 

object class identity

(an OID value)

OID prefix

identification within

the class

OID suffix

identity for an SNMP

variable

OID value

+ 
 

The identity of an object class (or type) is an OID value.  

9.2.1 Identity of Scalar Objects 

The identity of the single instance of management information for any scalar object is an OID value whose 

prefix is the OID value of the object and whose suffix is the number zero Thus, the OID value for the single 

instance for sysLocation is [ 1 3 6 1 2 1 1 6 0 ], which is commonly written as sysLocation.0 

OID prefix for
sysLocation is

1.3.6.1.2.1.1.6 + 

OID suffix is a
single component

with a value of 0

OID value for the
single instance of

sysLocation is

1.3.6.2.1.1.6.0
 

9.2.2 Identity of Columnar Objects 

The rules for identification of instances of columnar objects, the indexing scheme, can be simple or quite 

complex. The indexing scheme must uniquely identify each instance. For example, ifOperStatus is identified 

by four indices, which are two IP addresses and two port numbers. 

There is no explicit limit on the number of indices. However, the number of indices and the encoding of their 

values must not cause an SNMP variable to exceed the 128 component (also called sub-identifier) limit in 

an OID value. The data type of each index determines how the value(s) that identify an instance are 

encoded. 
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Index Data Type Encoding Examples 

Integer (must be 
non-negative) 

a single component containing the 
value 

- value 0 is encoded as .0 
- value 10 is encoded as .10 

Fixed length 
string and varying 
length string with 
implied length 

"n" components, one for each octet in 
the string 

-value '01020304'h is encoded as .1.2.3.4 
-value "012" is encoded as .48.49.50 
(note the decimal value of "0" is 48) 

Varying length 
string 

"n+1" components, the first has the 
length of the string and the remaining 
are the components of the value 

-value '01020304'h is encoded as 
.4.1.2.3.4 
-value "012" is encoded as .3.48.49.50  
-value "" (a zero length string) is encoded 
as .0 

OID without 
implied length 

"n+1" components, the first has the 
number of components in the value 
and the remaining are the components 
of the value 

-value .1.3.6.1 is encoded as .4.1.3.6.1 
-value 0.0 is encoded as .2.0.0 

OID with implied 
length 

"n" components, one for each 
component of the value 

-value .1.3.6.1 is encoded as .1.3.6.1 
-value 0.0 is encoded as .0.0 

NetworkAdress 
(SNMPv1) 

5 components, the first has the value 
of 1, the next four are the octets of an 
IP address in network byte order 

-value .12.3.4 (an IP address) us encoded 
as .1.1.2.3.4 (an OID suffix) 
-value 105.179.99.1 (an IP address) is 
encoded as .1.105.179.99.1 

 

The instances of columnar objects are ordered by the ascending value of the encoding of the values of their 

indices. For example, if a table has a single integer index with the values 5, 6, 3, and 2, then the sorted 

order of the encoded values is 2, 3, 5, and 6. Consider a table with two indices where the first is a fixed 

length string of size 3, and the second is an integer. For this table, the following is an example of instance 

values in sorted order: ("abc",2), ("bbb",9), and ("stu",2).In this case, and in general, the sorted order is that 

which one would expect for integers, fixed length strings, varying strings with implied length, and OIDs with 

implied length. 

However, varying length strings and OIDs seemed to be sorted somewhat "unnaturally" at first glance. For 

a table with a single varying length string index the values "aa",  "b",  "z",  "abc", and "az" are sorted "b", "z", 

"aa", "az", and "abc". This is due to the encoding of varying length strings, including the length in the 

encoding of the value! The following is the sorted list with the length shown as a number in "<" and ">": 

"<1>b", "<1>z", "<2>aa", "<2>az", "<3>abc" 

9.3 Example MIB Walk 

The next figure shows a "GETNEXT walk" though a portion of the instances of management information 

implemented by an agent. Each item on the path is discovered by a GETNEXT operation with a single 

element. The circles in the figure represent OID values. Columnar objects xyxC1 through xyzC4 and scalar 

objects stuS1 through stuS3 are classes (or types) of management information. Scalar objects have a 

single instance as represented by a rectangle in the figure. Columnar objects may have zero, one ore more 

instances. In the figure, there are four instance of each columnar object. 
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xyzTable

xyzEntry

stu

 stuS1  stuS2  stuS3

xyzC1  xyzC2  xyzC3  xyzC4

GETNEXT
retrieval

path

 

 

The GETNEXT MIB walk starts with an approximation of the identity of the first instance of columnar object 

xyzC1. The result of the get-next-request message is the identity of the first instance of xyzC1 and its 

current value. The next get-next-request message uses the identity of the first instance of xyzC1 to 

approximate the identity of the second instance of xyzC1. The MIB walk continues with the identity returned 

for previous operation as the approximation for the identity of management information in the next 

operation. For example, a get-next-request message with the identity of the fourth (and last) instance of 

xyzC1 returns the identity of the first instance of xyzC2. 
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